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Is it needed or just a luxury?

 Newcastle, UK, March 2009, the child bus fare is increased

from £0.50 to £0.60

 A 9-year child left home few minutes before his mum to

take the next bus to school equipped with LB and bus fare

 Mum left to work, hoping to collect him after school

 Child rejected on board due to shortage of money

What does this mean to you?
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 Ridiculous behaviour of the driver (lawful or not)

 Carless behaviour of passengers (can’t force them)

 Walk to school, distance/time /weather

 Back to home, has no access/what to do all day/

school reporting him absent to parents via sms/call

Is it needed or just a luxury?
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Mum reported;

 I know / am aware that my son has a ticket issue!

 I knew my son had a ticket issue!

Is it needed or just a luxury?
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Is it needed or just a luxury?

X

Annual performance report
Parents newsletter
Bi-annual performance report
Prelim/NAB/Tests
Career opportunities
Emergency call/sms –record of 2 next of kin/ medical record

Communications!
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Is it needed or just a luxury?

X
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What is currently existing?

 Electromechanical
 One-way communication
 Centralised generation
 Few sensors
 Manual monitoring
 Manual restoration
 Failures and blackouts
 Limited control
 Few customer choices
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What should it be?

 Digital
 Two-way communication
 Distributed generation
 Sensors throughout
 Self-monitoring
 Self-healing
 Adaptive and islanding
 Pervasive control
 Wider customer choices
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What is needed?

 Uses information technologies to improve how electricity
travels from power plants to consumers

 Allows consumers to interact with the grid
 Integrates new and improved technologies into the

operation of the grid

Upgrade the grid in Smart way
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Various
perspectives on
a Smart Grid

What is Smart Grid?

Quelle: E-Energy Jahreskongress 2009,
Prof. Gunter Dueck
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Communication between
system components

Interdisciplinary technologies:
Data collection, processing and recombination

Market Grid Operation

Smart
Grid

Smart
Generation

Smart
Distribution and
Transmission

Smart
Consumption

Smart
Storage

What is Smart Grid?
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 An intelligent electricity- delivery system:
 energy suppliers and consumers: interconnect through a network

 Smart meters:
 are installed at homes and business

 monitor energy consumption

 transmit that information back to energy providers/shared with regulators

 PMU monitoring power quality

 Energy providers :
 track energy consumption

 automatically regulate down energy consumption on a granular level when
demand gets too high.

What is Smart Grid?
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Who are using Smart Grid?

 Individual consumers

 Corporate participation (Energy producers/Grid
managers)

 Government regulators
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Smart Grid Components

 Smart Meter

 Phasor Measurement Units

 Information Transfer

 Electric Vehicles

 Distributed Generations

 Energy Storage Systems
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The Smart Grid is:

 Intelligent –

 Capable of sensing system overloads and rerouting

power to prevent or minimize a potential outage

 Working autonomously when conditions require

resolution faster than humans can respond

 Cooperatively in aligning the goals of utilities, consumers

and regulators
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The Smart Grid is:

 Accommodating –
 Accepting energy from virtually any fuel source including

solar and wind as easily and transparently as coal and
natural gas

 Capable of integrating any and all better ideas and

technologies

 Energy storage technologies, for example – as they are

market-proven and ready to come online
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The Smart Grid is:

 Efficient –
 Capable of meeting increased consumer demand

without adding infrastructure

 Quality-focused –

 capable of delivering the power quality necessary – free

of sags, spikes, disturbances and interruptions – to power

our increasingly digital economy and the data centres,

computers and electronics necessary to make it run
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The Smart Grid is:

 Motivating –
 Enabling real-time communication between the consumer

and utility so consumers can tailor their energy
consumption based on individual preferences, like price
and/or environmental concerns

 Opportunistic –
 Creating new opportunities and markets by means of its

ability to capitalize on plug-and-play innovation
wherever and whenever appropriate
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The Smart Grid is:

 Resilient –

 Increasingly resistant to attack and natural disasters as it
becomes more decentralised and reinforced with Smart
Grid security protocols

 Green –

 Slowing the advance of global climate change and
offering a genuine path toward significant environmental
improvement
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Working of Smart Grid
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Smart Appliances
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Smart Meter

 Recognises and details electric consumption

 Relays information to central monitoring stations

 Will replace traditional meters

 Power outage notifications and power quality

monitoring

 Time of day charges
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Smart Meters and Smart Machines

 Smart appliances networked and

programmed into grid demand

 Power companies can directly

modulate load balance and

demand

 Many communication methods, not

all require new infrastructure
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Smart Appliances
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Phasor Measurement Units

 Measure Power Quality with a time stamp and GPS

coordinates

 analysing voltage vs. time or frequency vs. time, 30x per sec

Mathematical modelling as opposed to real-time

 Located at Generation and Distribution substations

 Enable greater automation and intermittent resources
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Challenges

 New infrastructure to communicate in both directions

 Electricity prices less transparent for consumer, adjustment

from fixed price to real-time pricing

 Security concerns

 Behavioral Changes and Data Management
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Internet Speed

 What about the internet speed in Egypt!

 Slow/Medium/Fast

 Why it is getting slower every day?
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Smart Grid Benefits

 Enabling the integration of clean, renewable generation

sources

 Reducing electrical losses

 Increasing penetration of distributed energy resources

 Increasing energy conservation through feedback to

consumers

 Improving national security
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Smart Grid Benefits

 Demand-Response reduces stress on assets during peak

conditions, reducing their probability of failure

 Deferral of capital investments as future peak loads are

reduced

 Ability to switch from gasoline to electricity for

transportation (trains/buses/cars/vans

 BUT, How to achieve these?
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Smart Grid Benefits

 Expand renewable sources integration, enabled by a smart grid
through its “plug and play” capability. Current regulation!!

 Improve efficiency of central and large power generation units

 Units are facing flatter load

 Reduce transmission and distribution losses

 Generation is placed closed to load,

 Load profiles are flattened,

 Power flow patterns are optimised,

 Use of more efficient components,

 Improving power quality
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Smart Grid Benefits

Increased penetration of DG’s

CHP

Heat pump & non-electrical energy

Plug-in-Hybrid EV’s

Fine tuned support for the grid
Ancillary service to increase efficiency
Reduce energy consuming spinning reserves
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Smart Grid Benefits

 Sometimes it is Complicated

 The people who are paying, implementing, and benefiting

may be different entities in different places at different

times

Smart Grid technologies are often necessary, but not

always sufficient

EV’s require advanced battery and an appropriate

charging solution, smart charger/fast charger
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Projects

 Condition monitoring of transformers, on-line
 Weather prediction
 Cable failures
 Power interruption
 Monitoring of large machines through PD &

vibration
 Off-shore wind park monitoring
 Air quality monitoring
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Disadvantages of Smart Grid

 Biggest concern: security and privacy
 Smart Grid: use
 automated meters,
 two-way communications: between a power consumer and

provider
 and advanced sensors

 Some types of meters can be hacked
 Hacker:
 gain control of thousands, even millions, of meters
 increase or decrease the demand for power
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Disadvantages (cont.)

 Not simply a single component

 Various technology components:
 software, the power generators, system integrators,

etc.

 Expensive for consumer
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Can Developing Countries Benefit as well?

 What are the main problems in developing countries’

grids?

 Increase in demand

 Shortage of supply

 Increase of the losses

 Interference, illegal connections

 Integration of DG’s
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 Increase in demand
 Energy efficient equipment
 A-Rating appliances
 Lightings
 Fabrics and building materials
 Stop dumping and electronics landfill

 Incentives for energy reductions in heavily loaded sites
 Stick and carrots
 Following benchmark for each sector
 Investment in energy efficiency from Industrial Fund Councils
 SME’s

Can Developing Countries Benefit as well?
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 Shortage of supply
 Negatively affects the quality of life of consumers
 Controlling (not forcing) the behavior of electricity consumers

or accommodating new electricity supply resources
 Load scheduling/load shedding
 Load control for appliances
 Policy implications of the problem, including the need for

significant changes in investment planning and resource
mobilization strategies, efficiency improvements, pricing
reforms and the integration of public and private power
suppliers.

Can Developing Countries Benefit as well?
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 Increase of the losses
 Losses are highest when power consumption or when the

demand is the highest
 Losses around 7-8 %
 Load shifting
Generate electricity at or near the load

Can Developing Countries Benefit as well?
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 Interference, illegal connections

 How to identify buried connections? Brazil case!

 The total energy lost in the state of Rio de Janeiro in one year
alone would be enough to supply the 6.2 million people who live
in Santa Catarina for 12 months

 Smart meters everywhere including distributed transformer

 SMs for every building and property

 Economics and safety impacts

 Permanent and temporary theft

Can Developing Countries Benefit as well?
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 Integration of DG’s

 Not just renewable sources

 Double glazing with water circulation in hot countries

 PV shadings

 Solar thermal

 Heat pumps

 PV for irrigation applications

Can Developing Countries Benefit as well?
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Can Developing Countries Benefit as well?

Where/

what do we

need to

invest in?
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Conclusions

 Smart Grid is a concept designed to provide electricity

in more efficient way by better allocating electricity

according to consumer’s wants.

 It integrated multiple energy sources and avoid over-

generation as well.

 In some countries, namely the UK and USA, started to

implement as they see it as a solution of energy and

environment pressure in their own country.
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Closing

When Smart Grid implementation becomes

reality, everyone wins – and what were

once our risks become our strengths.
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Thank you.

Questions, Comments, …?
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